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Shop online 24/7.  

Simple.  
Ready-Made + Custom-Made Blinds 
Blinds on the Net's concept is simple. We're a one-stop, online store with  
an outstanding range of blinds at the lowest prices online. 
The team at Blinds on the Net have selected a range of the best available Ready-Made 
& Custom-Made Blinds. If you that want a high quality product & want it in a hurry  
you will find it here.  Select from Roller Blinds in a range of plain and textured fabrics, 
Roman Blinds, Panel Blinds, Vertical Blinds, Honeycomb Blinds, Pleated Blinds and  
a great range of Venetian Blinds in Aluminium, Basswood, Cedar and practical timber  
look synthetics.

■  Ready-Made Blinds can be despatched to you in only 3 -5 working days.  

■  Custom-Made despatched in 5-10 working days.  
Fast Australia - wide delivery. Delivery free on Custom-Made blinds. 
Choose, quote & buy online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. So simple.

Curtainsonthenet.com.au

☎

onthenet
Curtains

Curtainsonthenet.com.au is a one-stop online store providing an outstanding range of  
Curtains & accessories. You'll find an extensive range of inexpensive Ready-made or 
Custom-made Curtains. Choose from a range of different headings including Eyelet, Pinch, 
Box and the adjustable Pencil Pleat. Ready-made Curtains can be despatched to you in 
only 3 -5 working days. Custom-made despatched in only 10 working days. We can also 
help with tracks, rods & hooks.Buy on-line 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
To see our wide range of curtains, cushions & curtain hardware, simply visit our website  
or call         1 300 852 912.☎

3 Year

Warranty

Quality blinds. Lowest prices online. 
Free delivery. We make it so simple!
   

☎                    1 300 852 912

Choose a blind.
Wide range.

Choose a fabric.
Order a free sample.

Measure up.
Easy how-to guides.

Quote online.
Simple calculator.

Order online.
Simple & fast.

Free delivery! *
Fast.To your door. 
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How to measure blinds 
Recess Mount  |  Inside opening or frame  [ For a Window or Door ]

Use this method if you have space and would like to install your blind within the 
Recess as shown in the Recess Mount diagram.

1.  Measure the inside [ Width ] of the Recess from side to side in three places in  
     millimetres as shown in the diagram. Positions 1, 2 & 3.

2.  Measure the inside [ Height ] of the Recess from top to bottom in three places  
     in millimetres as shown in the diagram - for positions A, B & C.

Please advise us of the smallest Width and Height measurements.  
Do not make any deductions, we will do this for you depending on the type of 
Blind chosen. N.B. With Roller Blinds the Width measurement at position 1 at the 
top is the most important as this is where the brackets will fit. You can supply this 
providing all 3 measurements are less than 10mm in difference.  

If in doubt please visit our site or contact:        1 300 852 912. 

■  Expert advice by email or phone
■  Do it yourself. Easy measure & install instructions 
■  Ready-Made or Custom-Made 
■  Fast Australia-wide delivery
■  10% Discount on orders of 10 or more Blinds
■  Exceptional service with a Quick Free Sample service

Delivery
Custom-Made Blinds - Free delivery Australia wide. Despatched in 5 -10 working days
Ready-Made Blinds - $25 delivery Australia wide in 3 - 5 working days  
Custom Import Blinds - $25 delivery Australia wide in up to 6 weeks

NOTE: Binds on the Net reserves the right to seek additional freight surcharges to very 
remote locations where freight costs are excessive. If you are in a remote location we may call 
you to cover the additional cost of the freight. Blinds on the Net will only ever pass on our cost 
price for freight.

 *

☎

Face Mount  |  Outside opening or frame  [ For a Window or Door ]

Use this method if you don’t have sufficient space in the Recess or would just prefer to 
install your blind outside the Recess onto the architrave or wall as shown in the  
Face Mount diagram.
1.   Measure the [ Width ] in millimetres either from architrave to architrave or allowing 
      for your desired overlap on both sides.

2    Measure the [ Height ] in millimetres from architrave to architrave or allowing for your 
       desired overlap at the top and bottom.

N.B. The Blind will be made to these exact measurements, NO deductions will be made.

If in doubt please visit our site or contact:        1 300 852 912.☎

Our wide range of blinds

Roller Blinds
Our quality Custom-made Roller Blinds are available in many fabric and colour variations. 
Whether you want to screen the sun without spoiling your view, have privacy with filtered 
light or have total Blockout you will find the perfect solution here at Blinds on the Net. 
Our Roller Blinds can be ordered as Dual Blinds, Linked Blinds and with the choice of 
extremely affordable Wired or Wirefree Remote controlled Motorisation. If you need Custom 
Made roller blinds in a hurry a selection is available with a superfast 5 day despatch  
in our Australian Custom Express section.

Roman Blinds
For those that prefer a more decorative solution than a Roller Blind, Custom-made Roman 
Blinds may be the answer. Our Roman Blinds are available in virtually all of the same 
fabrics but have a softer more classic look. You can choose a cord-operated Blind with a 
quality cord lock or a superb chain operated mechanism at no extra charge. Roman Blinds 
from Blinds on the Net have the best mechanisms at the best prices.

Aluminium Venetian Blinds
Perfect for those wanting a versatile Blind that allows easy control of light and privacy, 
Aluminium Venetians are the inexpensive option. Our 25mm blade comes in a large range 
of plain colours and wood grain look. Our 50mm blade gives a great Retro look with 
increased visibility, add the wide cloth ladder tape option for a really stylish finish.

Timber Venetian Blinds
The Blinds on the Net Timber Venetian range has all options covered. 50mm Basswood in 
a large range of colours. 46mm and 60mm Premium Cedar in a range of standard colours 
as well as the option of Custom Painting for a totally co-ordinated room. All are sourced 
from sustainable Timber.  For the look of Timber but the practicality of a synthetic we offer 
Greenwood Venetians in both 50mm and 63mm blades, these are perfect for all wet areas 
and offer the same look for less money.

Vertical Blinds
No other Blind can control your outlook like a Vertical Blind. They are the perfect treatment 
for sliding doors and anywhere you want to have a single blind that totally controls the 
level of light and privacy both day and night. We offer high quality and contemporary 
Vertical Blinds utilising only the best mechanisms available. They are available in 89mm 
and 127mm blade widths.

Pleated and Honeycomb Blinds
Pleated and Honeycomb blinds pull up effortlessly to a minimal stacking height that doesn’t 
cover too much glass interfering with your view.  The Honeycomb design forms air pockets and 
with minimal gaps on the sides offer excellent insulation. They come with a high quality chain operated 
mechanism. The XL50 Pleat is the latest in pleated blind technology from Europe. The wide 
50mm pleat provides a totally unique look and comes in a stunning range of colours and textures. 

Panel Blinds
Panel Blinds are becoming the ideal solution for sliding doors and windows. They allow you to 
slide the panels sufficiently to allow air or access whilst still providing privacy, shading and heat 
protection to the remainder of the glass. Choose from a huge range of Sheer, Translucent and 
Blockout fabrics. You can design them online to your exact specifications. and textures. 

Ready-Made + Custom-Made

Custom Imported Blinds
Blinds on the net also offer an imported range of Custom-Made blinds that currently includes 
Roller, Aluminum Venetian and Honeycomb Blinds. With some forward planning you can have 
high quality blinds at very low prices. Current delivery is up to 6 weeks.
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